The 
Introduction
One of the effective means to improve network performance while allowing the network implementation of the control and management in computer network design and management is to make the whole network divided into a number of smaller, relatively independent subnet (the problem known as network k-partitioning optimization, where k refers to the division of the subnet number). Network k-partitioning optimization problems belongs to the scope of combinatorial optimization, that is to look for the best possible network configuration based on the input data and basic network topology model. It is an NP-complete problem. For the study of the problem, due to its computational complexity increases dramatically with increasing network size and the number of subnets k to be divided, traditional heuristic search methods have been powerless. In recent years, the genetic algorithm has been introduced to solve the problem. Genetic algorithms as a global optimization search algorithm, have global convergence and implicit parallelism, coupled with its easy-to-use feature and strong robustness, and thus it is able to easily obtain the global optimal solution. The more complex the issue is, its advantage would be more obvious with respect to other algorithms. It is very suitable for solving such problems. But in application of classical genetic algorithm k-partitioning of the network optimization problem, the solution time is very long, and success rate of obtaining the optimal solution is very low. Thus, it is necessary to improve the classical genetic algorithm for its specific application issues.
This paper studied the problem -network k-partitioning of the substance of the optimization problem for theoretical analysis, the application of the undirected graph divided optimization theory to study them, and the combination of network k-divided optimization problem specific characteristics, design an improved genetic algorithm , k divided for automatic large-scale network optimization. In this algorithm, by improving the fitness function, genetic operators and parameters selected to fully use the global search ability of the genetic algorithm, and enhance the local search ability of genetic algorithms, the algorithm in solving network k-divided the optimization problem has a faster convergence rate and high success rate.
Question Description

Network k-partitioning Principle
a) Traffic flow between subnets should be as small as possible. In other words, distribute network nodes with less communications to different subnets to reduce the cost of network connection facilities. b) Traffic flow within subnets should be as large as possible. In other words, distribute network nodes with large or frequent communication into the same subnet to enhance the resource utilization of subnet and increase the cohesion of the subnet. c) Each subnet traffic flow should be equilibrium, thus ensuring network load balance to prevent the result of dramatic performance declining caused by newly added network facilities.
Network Traffic Distribution Model
An important basis of the network division is the communication of any pair of inter-sites in the network, and therefore the following network traffic distribution matrix can be used to describe the distribution of network traffic. Suppose there are n nodes in the network, so the network traffic distribution matrix expressions can be given as follows: 
Where, the elements wij represents the total traffic between site i and site j, so wij = wji is established.
Through traffic distribution matrix, one could calculate the total network traffic  and the input/output traffic of each server i
Given the division theory of above network k-partitioning issue and analysis of network traffic distribution model, one could know that the essence of the problem is the study on undirected graph multi-division. In other words, for a undirected digraph, divide its vertex set into k subsets which do not intersect, and seek the division of these subsets with minimum contact. Therefore, undirected graph multi-division optimization theory can be applied to tudy this problem.
Undirected Graph Division Optimization Theories
Undirected graph multi-division optimization theory could be summarized as:
to define the weight of the side. Now, divide graph G into k vertex
as a k-partitioning of graph G, and it is required as follows after the division that:
Because the weight of all edges is a constant, to seek the side weight sum and minimum value which belong to vertex with different divisions is, in fact, to seek the side weight sum and minimum value which belong to vertex with the same division. Therefore, formula (4) and the following formula are equivalent:
Algorithm Design
Drawbacks of Classical Genetic Algorithm
⑴ Any subset could not be empty after k-partitioning. At least, it must contain a vertex. Classical genetic operations (especially cross-operation) could not guarantee to meet this constraint condition, and therefore it needs to be corrected.
⑵ Network k-partitioning problem belongs to constrained optimization problems. Classical genetic algorithm is discarded when it generates illegal solutions. When there is a low probability of the method, the method will waster much time of CPU. Thus, it needs construct operator and coding for the constraints of the problem, to ensure that it only generates legitimate solution with fast convergence.
Improvement for Classical Genetic Algorithm
Coding Expression
Coded representation selection of the program largely depends on the problem nature and the design of genetic operators. This article adopts the natural number coding method which could directly carry out genetic operation on solution representation. Assume the network has n nodes. According to the need, divide the network into k subnets. The chromosome (ie a solution of the problem) can be expressed as follows: 
Fitness Function Definition
According to the k-partitioning definition and partitioning principle, the fitness function f(x) is defined as:
is the target function in formula (5), i.e. after the second equality above the first item; r is penalty coefficient, 0 <r <1. According to the individual x violation of the constraint condition, the r is greater and the constraints requirement would be more stringent. Otherwise, constraint condition would be relatively loose. u is the judgment coefficient to determine if solution x is legitimate, which could be defined as: 0, when x is legitimate solution 1， others
Selection Operation
In order to maintain a moderate selection pressure, the paper uses rotary selection strategy. First, u= Study of Network Division Optimization Based on Improved Genetic Algorithm Undirected Graph Theory CUI Yeqin, GAO Jianguo calculate the individual relative fitness value
Improved Mating Operation
In order to avoid excessive destruction of useful modes (Schema), the paper adopts two points mating operators with small distance. In addition, to avoid empty division solution, after mating operation, it also introduces empty partitioning inspection and correction operation, shown in Figure 
Mutation Operation
The mutation operation allows the search go throughout the individual space. From K-partitioning angle of the network, the mutation operation allows network nodes to be re-allocated in each division, in order to maintain the diversity and to prevent premature phenomenon. The mutation operation of the algorithm works not according to classic small probability, but large probability (1.00). It takes consecutively carries out Loci exchange to achieve mutation. Given that the large mutation degree will impact the optimal solution, the exchange time is relatively limited.
Algorithm Description
The above improved genetic algorithm for solving network K-partitioning optimization problem is described as follows:
{ randomly generated initial population X(0)={x 1 (0)，x 2 (0)，…，x n (0)}； //n：population size t=0; //t： evolution of algebra, the initial value t =0 According to the definition of fitness function, fitness value of each individual in X (0) is calculated f(x i )； while(f max (x(t))-f min (x(t))>ε) // f max (x(t))-f min (x(t))>ε is stopping criterion { Calculate the proportion of each individual's fitness value in population X (t) to determine
the selection probability p i ； 
Algorithm Convergence Analysis
theorem [2] ： reserving SGA,currently the best solution, before selection of operator can obtain global optimal solution by probability convergence.
Algorithm designed in this paper belongs to SGA (Simple Genetic Algorithm) which has non-overlapping populations and the genetic manipulation overlap structure, and retains the current best solution before operation choices. According to the theorem, the algorithm obtains global optimal solution by probability convergence.
Experimental Study
The experiment divides and optimizes three subnets on a 30-node network. Apply the above improved genetic algorithm, do many trials and statistical analysis, take into account both the computing speed and solution optimization of network partitioning configuration, select population size in Algorithm n=100, crossover probability pc=0.95, mutation probability pm=1.00, stopping criteria parameters  =0.01, constraint condition of the question|SubNet0|=|SubNet1|=| SubNet2|=10， SubNetk is the number of network nodes in the k-th subnetwork, k=0,1,2. As for the Kth partitioning, penalty coefficient Table 1 compares the partitioning results between the improved genetic algorithm and the classic genetic algorithm to get that the former overall inside subnet flow is higher than the latter and has a more balanced distribution of flow in the three subnets; while inter subnets flow is lower than the latter and isless than 1/10 of the total network flow, which shows that network communication flow basically moves within the subnet, subnet load is relatively balanced, and that meets the principle of the network partitioning in 2.1 and is proved that the improved algorithm is effective and has a better performance ability than classical genetic algorithm. Table 2 examines impact on performance of the algorithm with and without the empty partitioning check and correction operation. The experimental results show that although algorithm convergence time increased after the introduction of the check and correction operation, yet the success rate has increased significantly and performance of algorithm has improved. Table 3 examines the impact on the algorithm performance when mutation probability p m take on different values. The results show that with the increasing of pm value, possibilities of algorithm converging to local optimum significantly reduced. Applying 1.00 mutation probability will make the performance of the algorithm optimal. The above experimental results show that the improved genetic algorithm designed in this paper for network k-partitioning optimization problem is correct and efficient.
Conclusion
This paper studies the k-partitioning network problem through multi-partitioning theoretical research, and on that basis, as for the characteristics of this problem and the shortcomings of classic genetic algorithm in solving this kind of problems, through improving the design of the fitness function, genetic operation, parameter selection, designs an improved genetic algorithm. This paper also overcomes the shortcomings of classical genetic algorithm, improves the performance of the algorithm and proves the rationality and validity of the improved algorithm through the successful application of the improved algorithm in a specific network k-partitioning optimization problem. In addition, how to introduce a more efficient genetic operation, how to determine a penalty function with more adaption and how to apply the algorithm to more relaxed and flexible constraints are problems that need further study in the future.
